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Kiss the roadtrip blues good-bye with the revised version of this best-selling activity deck featuring

updated text throughout as well as a variety of new activities. From engaging games to creative art

activities to mind-bending puzzles, this deck will make getting there all the fun.
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I have this on my Kindle, which is fantastic since I don't have to worry about losing cards in the car.

I'm not a big fan of craft stuff in my car - it's a big enough mess in my car keeping track of a craft

box is not going to happen. The games are fun though. I'm a big fan of looking out the windows at

the scenery so I really like the games that have us looking for things outside. I also really like that

there are alternative versions for different ages - some games will easily grow with my 6 year old but

even now they aren't too boring for me.I recommend this for families who spend a lot of time in the

car or have a long road trip coming up. If you like crafts, read the car activity box items and make a

box before the trip.

This is completely different from a previous version I purchased several years ago. These

suggested activities require additional supplies to make drawing and such. The previous cards were

more like a pack of "dares" that made our road trips so much fun. I saw most of the activities listed

on these cards when I googled "road trip games." What a disappointment.



We've used the "52 Things to Do in the Car" on trips with our 3 and 5 year olds, and it has helped

pass the time and keep them from getting too bored (or watching DVDs the whole time). We also

use some of them on the plane. The "games" are good for a range of ages--some are too advanced

for my kids yet, but others they can do with help. It's nice and small to bring along. You only need

paper and pencil or crayons for most activities (imagining things, spotting things, letter and number

games, pretending). Wish I had these on all those long car trips we took as kids!

i really love this book.Great for all ages.Best car craft in a long time.Clean our car before doing the

activitys.Confusing if you don't.

this will keep kids and aduts busy in the car on trips. i bought this for my cousins fiancee's kids who

r ages 7 & 4& 1/2
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